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A Step Above
personal training concepts

ENHANCING THE COMPONENTS OF FITNESS FOR THE GENERAL, HEALTHY POPULATION

Hard training requires a lot of physical stamina, but it
also builds mental and spiritual strength
too.
jinjer's thoughts:

WHY MARTIAL ARTS
IS BEST FOR
WEIGHT LOSS
Martial arts techniques burn calories
and increase endurance by engaging
your entire body in sustained physical
activity. According to the United States
Ju-Jitsu Federation, martial arts training
acts as a body-weight normalizer, which
means that those who are underweight
tend to gain solid tissue, while those
who are overweight lose body fat.
Research has shown that martial
arts training will burn more calories in a
one-hour session then in any other sport
or activity. Remember though, that the
more you weigh the more you will burn
based on your fitness levels. We find in
an article by Bridget Coila entitled "How
Many Calories Are Burned In An Hour
Of Kickboxing?" that on average,
according to Harvard Health Publications, a 125-lb person burns about
600 calories in an hour's time; a 155-lb
person, up to 744 calories; and a 185-lb
person up to 888 calories. However,
keep in mind that caloric expenditure is
contingent on a person's bodyweight
and level of fitness. If a person has any
type of medical disorder such as

hypothyroidism, it will be much harder to
lose weight; nevertheless, in spite of the
obstacles, they will still receive a
significant difference when compared to
that of general exercise. Increasing
one's heart rate in addition to nutritional
intake, coupled with frequency of
training, is the key to weight loss. It's not
just about losing that excess fat,
successful weight loss is about keeping
it off.
F I T = Frequency of training,
Intensity of session, and Timing of
or length of the training session are
important when planning an exercise program and setting goals.
A 2002 study published in the
Journal of Exercise and Physiology
Online found that "martial arts does
serve as an efficient calorie-burning and
cardiovascular exercise that is (due to
the individual's control over exercise
intensity) lung capacity over time, and
also lowers diastolic blood pressure.

Various forms of martial arts may
also increase muscle strength,
flexibility and speed. The Journal of
Exercise Physiology Online purports
that the practice of martial arts can
also lead to increased energy and
self-confidence. Most mixed martial
arts schools teach individual
techniques of kicking, punching,
grabbing and ground fighting plus
defense, grappling (ground fighting),
takedowns, chokeholds, joint holds,
tackles, throw downs, positioning/
controls, escapes/reversals and
f i n i s h e s / s u b m i s s i o n s . G e n e r a l l y,
karate schools will teach basic
techniques of stance, footwork, and
striking techniques as part of their
curricula. Grappling (ground fighting
to submissions) does not have to be
a part of the individual's training
protocol.
There are several types of martial
arts styles from which all ages can
choose. Most are perfect for anyone
wanting to improve their overall
fitness and lose weight, as they
incorporate exercises and drills that
(1) improve cardiovascular fitness
and endurance, (2) help build muscle
strength and (3) improve muscle
flexibility. Some of these might
include Karate, Kickboxing, Maui Tai,
Judo, Jujitsu, Tae Kwon Do, Krav
Maga, Kung Fu. Do some research
and find a school customized to you
and your needs.
Interval training is the most
widely talked about and studied
weight-loss technique in any fitness
a r e n a . I t ' s a we i g h t- l o s s a n d
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conditioning concept that both novice
and experienced exercisers alike can
use to help them get the most out of
their workouts. It's built upon alternating short, high intensity bursts of
speed with slower, recovery phases
throughout a single workout. For
example, some bouts will run about
three to five minutes (depending upon
what the instructor is teaching) and
will offer a high caloric expenditure.
One of the most important
aspects of martial arts is how to
breathe properly. The breath not only
helps you to focus, but it allows your
body to move fluently when delivering
a technique. If you hold your breath
while delivering a technique, it can
slow you down, making you very stiff
and rigid which an increase your risk
of possible injury. When kicking or
punching into the air, isometrics
becomes a vital aspect of training to
avoid injury while exercising.
Isometrics will protect your joints and
ligaments in addition to providing
added benefits of overall muscular
strength and toning as the body
learns to expand and contract through
movement. Isometric exercises are a
type of strength training in which the
joint angle and muscle length do not
change during contraction (compared
to concentric or eccentric
contractions, called dynamic/isotonic
movements). Isometrics are done in
static positions, rather than being
dynamic through a range of motion.
They generally will occur at the end of
the movement when paired with the
breath.
Tae Bo, BoxFit, Cardio Kickboxing, etc., are cardio power classes
t h a t i n co r po r at e ma r t i al a r t s
techniques such as kicks and
punches, but they focus purely on
weight loss, high intensity training,
hitting kick bags, or focus mitts
producing an added risk for injury ...

especially if you're a novice. In general,
the instructors for these classes have
b e e n c e r t i f i e d t h r o ug h f i t n e s s
organizations and are trained to
demonstrate the idea of martial arts
techniques (kick, punch, knee, etc.) at
high speed to music in order to burn
more calories. These classes can be
very fun (and, yes, they will burn those
calories), but the pit fall is that most
aerobic instructors, who get certified for
these classes in a weekend for
continuing education credits, do not
have an understanding or the
background in the martial arts ... and
some have never even taken a martial
arts class.
Is the Boxfit and/or kickboxing
aerobics class still beneficial?
Absolutely! However, keep in mind that
if you are in one of these classes, just
because you’re kicking a bag or
punching focus mitts 50 times with your
personal trainer or cardio instructor,
that does not guarantee you are
learning and understanding proper
techniques. Unless your Cardio Kickboxing instructor at the "Y" has had
many years of martial arts training, you
could be misled in your thinking and in
the deliverance of your techniques if
you should ever be tested in a real life
situation. Should you become serious
about wanting to learn a martial arts
discipline, find a qualified black belt
instructor who can offer advice about
your punching and kicking techniques
and who is able to train
you at your own pace in a safer
environment. The type of martial arts
shouldn't matter ... most any martial
arts program will give you fitness
benefits even if you're not in the best of
shape. With a good instructor, you
should be able to work at your current
level of ability, and slowly progress with
practice to doing more challenging
things as your fitness level allows.
So what's the mystery behind the
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we i g h t l o s s a n d ma r t i a l a r t s
training? Martial arts training involves
all components of fitness ... cardio
r e s p ir a t o r y fi t n e s s , mu s c u l a r
endurance, muscular strength, and
flexibility and body composition (leaner
muscle mass). Furthermore, what
makes martial arts a nice caveat is that
it creates diverse training and your
muscles are always being overloaded
differently. Yes, Tony Horton came up
with his own take on diverse training
(with his PX90 debut in 2004 and the
buzz word "Muscle Confusion"), selling
one of the most popular training videos
(still popular today) which includes
calisthenics, yoga, kenpo, weight
training, etc. What's nice about keeping
things mixed up is that your body, as
long as you’re not over-training it, gets
a well-rounded workout every time you
exercise.
So, is martial arts for anyone? The
answer is yes, absolutely. Martial arts
does not require a certain body type, it
only requires dedication. I have
students from 3 to 74 years of age.
However, as we age, it's important to
know our limitations and work withi n t h o s e l i mi t s . T h i s m e n t a l
discipline opens the door to the many
facets of things inside and outside the
dojo (training hall). It's life fitness. I
have found through my years of college
education, personal training
certifications, martial arts discipline, and
teaching for over the last 22 years that
it's still my passion and, in my opinion,
the number one discipline to fitness. So
if your desire is not only to lose weight
but also to gain empowerment, selfdiscipline and
increased
levels of selfesteem and
confidence,
then maybe
martial arts is
for you.
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